FALSE FACES

F C F C/F –F Ds Ds Dm Dm
OIL ON CANVAS, COUPLETS AND STANZAS TO DIVINE WHO YOU ARE
F C/F F C/F F Ds Ds Ds Dm Dm
PENCIL PORTRAYALS AND JEALOUS BETRAYALS GET YOU FURTHER AFAR

A# C/A# A#–C/A#–A#– C/A# C/A Am Am, Am, Am
FALSE FACES AND MEANINGLESS CHASES I TRAVEL ALONE
A# C/A# A#–C/A#–A#– C/A# A#–C/A# Dm Dm Dm – C, A#–Am G Am
FIRST PLACES AND CALENDAR RACES I NEED A HOME

F C F C/F –F F Ds Ds Dm Dm
HOSTILE HOTEL WALLS FOOT FALLS AND PHONE CALLS AND YOU’RE ON THE LINE
F C/F F C/F F C/F Ds Ds Ds–Dm Dm
GENTLE COERCIONS AND BITTER DESERTIONS WHEN THE TRUTH IS A LIE

A# C/A# A#–C/A#–A#– C/A# C/A Am Am, Am, Am
FALSE FACES AND MEANINGLESS CHASES I TRAVEL ALONE
A# C/A# A#–C/A#–A#–C/A# A#–C/A# Dm Dm Dm – C, A#–Am G
FIRST PLACES AND CALENDAR RACES I NEED A HOME

Ds, Ds, A#, F/A, G, A# A#, F/A, G, A#, F/A, G, F, C/F, C/F, C/F,

OOO OOO OOO OOO

A#–F/A#–A#, Gm/A#–A#, F/A#–A#, Gm/A#–A#, F–C/F, C/F, F–C/F, C/F, Ds, Ds, Dm, Dm

F C/F–F F/C – C/F Ds Ds Ds Dm Dm
LOVER TWICE YEARLY THAT LAST BATTLE NEARLY COST ME THE FIGHT
F C/F F C/F Ds Ds Ds Dm Dm
BROKE THROUGH THE ICE AND GOT CUT DOWN TO SIZE AND ESCAPED THROUGH THE NIGHT

A#–F/A#–A#, Gm/A#–A#, F/A#–A#, Gm/A#–A#, F–C/F, C/F, F–C/F, C/F, Ds, Ds, Dm, Dm